
 

Cybercrime money-launders busted by
European police, FBI

October 15 2020

European and American officials said Thursday that they have arrested
20 people in several countries for allegedly belonging to an international
ring that laundered millions of euros stolen by cybercriminals through
malware schemes.

The international police operation "2BaGoldMule" led by Portuguese
investigators and the FBI included 14 more European countries, under
the umbrella of Europol. Europol said that more than 40 homes were
searched by agents in Spain, Italy, Bulgaria and Latvia in the operation.

Most of the house searches were carried out in Latvia, where six arrests
were made. Another six arrests were made in Britain, four in Spain, and
one each in Portugal, Poland, the U.S. and Australia, according to
Europol.

The ring "QQAAZZ" allegedly laundered cybercriminals' stolen funds,
transferring them between hundreds of bank accounts held in banks
across the world, officials said. The ring included citizens of Russia,
Latvia, Georgia, Bulgaria, Romania, and Belgium, according to the U.S.
Justice Department. The ring laundered money stolen from victims in
the U.S. and European countries. The suspects face criminal
investigations in the U.S., Portugal, Spain and the U.K.

"This operation has shown that through this cooperation we can
collectively tackle the global nature of cybercrime. This is the only way
forward," said Carlos Cabreiro, director of Portugal's National Unit for
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Fighting Cybercrime.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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